Mission-critical internet connectivity and real-time video for improved situational awareness and faster response time.

When disasters and emergencies occur, communication is critical to the response. Teams depend on real-time video and data to anticipate, react, and manage emergency situations. Relying on a single internet connection leaves responders vulnerable to network outages, coverage gaps and congestion when every second counts.

Dejero delivers uninterrupted connectivity to enhance situational awareness and critical communications. Unlike failover or link aggregation solutions, Dejero’s Smart Blending Technology™ aggregates and manages multiple internet connections — including FirstNet® — to deliver the connection diversity, redundancy and bandwidth required for real-time video and data.

Dejero solutions work seamlessly with your existing communication systems to enhance your connection bandwidth and reliability and perform in scenarios where infrastructure has been damaged or congested. The ability to deliver low-latency, real-time video and data opens up new opportunities for your technology programs.

Improve situational awareness and response
Gain real-time awareness from video and data to help incident commanders make safe and informed decisions on scene and at the station, even when operating in poor network conditions.

Technology that just works when the heat is on
At the scene of an incident or emergency, your personnel don’t need the added stress of worrying about connectivity — nor do they need to be IT experts. Dejero provides a dependable and simple solution.
Resilient wireless connectivity when it matters most

Mission-Critical Video
Dejero enables thermal and helmet cameras to send high-definition tactical video in real-time to incident commanders to make smarter, faster decisions and help on-scene responders better protect lives and property.

Mobile Command
Mobile command vehicles give incident commanders access to low-latency, real-time video and data so they can make informed decisions and respond faster. Dejero provides reliable connectivity to keep firefighters safe and informed on the front lines.

UAS Situational Awareness
Dejero’s solution works seamlessly with UAS to provide real-time video and mapping data. Stay ahead of fast-moving fires and enhance search and rescue capabilities by sharing live situational awareness with your emergency operations center.

A complete solution for mission-critical communication
Dejero solutions include equipment that features our Smart Blending Technology, connectivity services that simplify data plans, and access to Dejero’s virtual network. Everything is managed in the cloud and backed by our industry-leading support.

Equipment
Ruggedized proprietary hardware. No-one builds it like Dejero.

Software
Regular remote updates of new features and performance enhancements.

Connectivity services
Enterprise-grade SIMs, flexible data plans, and simplified provisioning and billing.

Network
Dejero’s virtual network of networks combines diverse technologies from multiple providers.

Cloud
Set up and monitor devices, view analytics, and manage usage.

Support
Around the clock technical support by phone and email.

Learn more at dejero.com/public-safety